The Scientific School
"Problems of Semantics in Structural and Functional Information
Theory Context"
The scientific school "Problems of Semantics in Structural and Functional
Information Theory Context" was founded in 1985 by Professor Dmytriy
Kveselevych, Doctor of Sciences (Philology) and is currently headed by head of
English Philology and Translation Department, professor Angelina Syngayivska,
PhD. Since then one senior doctoral dissertation and twenty two PhD dissertations
have been successfully defended.
The research done by the scientists is characterized by a complex multiaspect
analysis of language units in conformity with department topics: "Topical
Problems of Two-Language (Ukrainian-English) Educational Lexicography",
"Cognitive and Communicative Aspect of Modern English Vocabulary Research",
"Problems of Language Systems Evolution and Functioning in Multicultural
Environment", "Research of Cognitive, Functional and Pragmatic Peculiarities of
English Language: Lingvocultural and Comparative Aspects".
The scientific school has its logical continuation in the workings of scientific
and research center of functional linguistics founded in 1999 and scientific and
research laboratory "Theoretical and Applied Aspects of Linguistic Manipulation
Research" in 2011.
The members of the scientific school carry out scientific and methodological
work. Just in recent 5 years more than 300 scientific works were published, namely
200 articles in specialized editions, 8 monographs, more than 50 study guides
certified by Ministry of Education in Ukraine. The researchers take part in different
scientific seminars and conferences both in Ukraine and abroad. It has become a
good tradition to organize annual Ukrainian conference in the memory of professor
Dmytriy Kveselevych, Doctor of Sciences (Philology), where Ukrainian and
foreign scientists have an opportunity to share their achievements, discuss latest
linguistic accomplishments, debate problematic issues.

The researchers of scientific school collaborate with different higher
educational establishments in Ukraine and abroad, international organizations and
foundations, cultural centers of embassies, they take an active part in international
exchange programs (IREX, Fulbright), have post-graduate training in the best
universities of the world.
Thus, the scientific school is fruitfully operating, making profound contribution
in Ukrainian linguistic science with systematic thorough investigations and
preparing a new pleiad of scientists.

